
Lane Dividers

Range Systems lane dividers organize the firing lane into defined shooting positions, provide a location for mounting local target

controls and offer protection from adjacent shooting positions. The proper lane dividers for your range can dramatically improve

the perception and reality of the safety and quality of the range.

We offer six standard styles of lane dividers to customize your range and create the ideal shooting experience:

Pro-Tacts Standard, Pro-Tacts Diamond, Clearview, Pro-Tacts Combo, Fortress™ and Mobile Shooting Stall.

Range Systems will custom design a shooting stall to your specific requirements. Some options include:

Brass guards

Blast shields

Barricades

Sight-Bloc 

Branding

Coat Hook

Bench options with lower

storage shelves

X-Shot Lite

*For further details see Lane Dividers Accessories sheet

Product Overview

Pro-Tacts Standard Pro-Tacts Diamond

Constructed of 3/8-inch AR500 steel plate and 2-

inch thick Dura-Panel™ anti-ricochet ballistic

rubber panels adhered directly to both sides of the

steel

Minimizes side blast interference from adjacent

shooting lanes and reduces the hazard of

misdirected shots

Constructed of 3/8" AR500 steel plate, 2" thick Dura-

Panel Ballistic Rubber and many finish options to

customize the look and feel of your dividers without

sacrificing safety and strength

Minimizes side blast interference from adjacent

shooting lanes and reduces the hazard of misdirected

shots



Lane Dividers

Clearview Pro-Tacts Combo

Constructed of rifle or pistol rated ballistic glass in a

steel framework for protecting shooting lanes

Provides an open view of the firing line and shooters

Offers the same protection  as Pro-Tacts Standard

but with visibility of the firing line and occupants to

provide an unobstructed view

The ballistic glass panels can be detailed to include

your logo or company name

Constructed of a combination of Dura-Panel™ ballistic

rubber, AR500 steel plate, and a ballistic glass panel it

provides you the benefits of our Clearview and Pro-Tact,

combining open sight lines along with privacy, safety, and

sound reduction.

Delivers firing line visibility, a deeper footprint to

accommodate an instructor and shooter, and the ballistic

and acoustic values of our Pro-Tacts Standard

Fortress Mobile Shooting Stall

Fully customizable from floor to ceiling

Designed for performance and built for safety

Available in different sizes so that it can be easily

integrated into new or existing range layouts 

Constructed of 1/4-inch AR500 steel plate and 2-inch thick

Dura-Panel™ anti-ricochet ballistic rubber panels adhered

directly to both sides of the steel

Minimizes side blast interference from adjacent shooting

lanes and reduces the hazard of misdirected shots

Provides tactical mobility

Heavy duty casters allow easy movement and locking

placement in stalls


